
Town of Canandaigua 2020 Cybersecurity RFP 

Q & A 

 

1. Does the Town have more than one network? 

a. One server for the Town Hall/Highway network, with a single router. The Town’s water systems 

have their own network systems.  

2. What does Integrated Systems do for the Town? 

a. They manage our network and our IT system. 

3. How many external IPs does the Town have? 

a. One. 

4. Has a self-assessment been done? 

a. Yes. But only on the water systems.  

5. When should the proposed work be completed? What is the timeline? 

a. This project is part one of a two-part, grant funded project. Part one is assessment and 

planning. Part two is training and any equipment purchases. Both parts must be completed by 

August 2021. The town would prefer that all work related to this RFP be completed before the 

end of this summer to allow for budget planning and the resulting recommended training and 

purchases in early 2021.   

6. How many proposals does the Town want and should they be digital or hard copies?  

a. Please provide a digital PDF file of the proposal as well as two hard copies.  

7. The RFP provides both a mailing address and email for submission. Does the Town want a hard copy 

mailed to the address and a digital copy emailed to the provided email address? 

a. Yes, mail or drop off hard copies. Digital copy can be emailed and/or provided on a flash drive 

along with hard copies.  

8. In the RFP, there is a mention of VOIP, Wireless networks, Firewalls and servers. It would be helpful to 

know the manufacturer on those systems. 

a. Integrated Solutions is our primary technology consultant for normal maintenance.  We have 

mainly purchased Lenovo products, including our server.  

b. The RFP request also includes reviewing the Town’s water system including the SCADA 

systems.  We primarily contract with Colucino Industries for the software for those water 

systems.  

9. Is there currently an incumbent company or previous incumbent, who completed similar contract performing 
these services? 

a. No 
10. Does this opportunity contain local preference?  If yes, please provide the details. 

a. Not necessarily. However, there may be times when on-site work is necessary. 
11. What is the budget of this opportunity? Is Budget approved? 

a. The budget is based on a grant through New York State Homeland Security. $25,000 for planning 
services and $25,000 for training/equipment. 

12. Can you please provide current number of users and infrastructure details? (VMWare, MAN, # of Servers, # of 
Workstations) 

a. 54 workstations, 34 Users,  
b. Sonicwall VMware with 45 licenses, 2 servers, no MAN 



13. Are any cloud providers used?  Do you manage your own datacenter, or do you utilize any 3rd-party/colocation 
facilities? 

a. Yes. 
14. Are any vendor products installed for Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) tracking? 

a. Unknown 
15. How often are information security policies updated? When it was updated last time? 

a. Annually at Town Board organizational meeting in January. They are available on Town of Canandaigua 
website. 

16. What is the number of wireless controllers supporting the organization wireless networks? 
a. More than 5 

17. Are IoT devices included as “assets” on the network? 
a. Unknown 

18. Are any vendor products installed for Security Incident & Event Management (SIEM)?  If yes, please provide 
currently used SIEM product name. 

a. Unknown 
19. Is external network testing in scope? If yes, how many IP addresses, how many Web application? 

a. Proposals should include proper testing to determine risk. 
20. How many systems are on internal network? 

a. Approximately 54 workstations. 
21. How many Active Directory Domains are in place? 

a. 1 
22. How many servers, workstations, firewalls and other networking devices? We may use sampling for 

configuration review based on number and function of the system (Web server, file server, app server, database, 
firewall (int/ext), VPN, Load Balancer etc). 

a. 3 VPN through Sonicwall,  
b. 54 workstatins 
c. 1 Photo database through SDG for assessor 

23. Do you want Black/Grey box testing (where we have physical access to the network but no credentials)? Or 
Whitebox testing, where your team provide necessary documents and credentials for the testing? 

a. Unknown. Proposals can include a recommendation. 
24. Do you want this as a red team exercise to test the SOC/NOC’s response where they will get to see the results 

and update their Knowledge Base (KB) afterward or Blue team where we work with the SOC/NOC and share our 
attacks so they can update their KB during the testing? 

a. Unknown. Proposals can include a recommendation. 
25. How many physical locations? 

a. One main location plus multiple water pump stations 
26. Do we get remote access for the internal testing?  

a. Onsite 
27. Are there any third-party service providers to be assessed as a part of this engagement? 

a. No 

28. The proposal states “Please include the forms on the following pages with your proposal” but there are no forms 

attached. Please provide any forms you would like completed. 

a. That was a typo. 

29. Will there be a down select or shortlist of vendors for this project or will you award off the initial proposals? 

a. That will be decided after the proposals are reviewed. 


